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Abstract
It is known that the equivariant di!eomorphism groupDi+

(M)

of a principalG-manifoldM is perfect. If
M has at least two orbit types, then it is not true. The purpose of this paper is to determine the "rst homology
group of Di+

(M)

whenM is a G-manifold with codimension one orbit.  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.
MSC: 58D05; 57S05
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In this paper we shall study the structure of the group of smooth equivariant di!eomorphism
groups of smooth closed G-manifolds with codimension one orbit.
Let M be a connected smooth closed manifold and let Di+(M)

denote the group of C-
di!eomorphisms of M which are isotopic to the identity. Thurston [8] proved that Di+(M)

is
0040-9383/01/$ - see front matter  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PII: S 0 0 4 0 - 9 3 8 3 ( 0 0 ) 0 0 0 1 4 - 8
a simple group. There are many analogous results on the group of di!eomorphisms of M which
preserve a geometric structure of M (cf. [4]).
We shall consider the case when a compact Lie group G acts smoothly on a manifold
M. Let Di+

(M)

denote the equivariant di!eomorphism group of a G-manifold M whose
elements are G-isotopic to the identity. Then Di+

(M)

is not necessary a simple group. Banyaga
[3] and Abe and Fukui [2] proved that Di+

(M)

is a perfect group when M is a principal
G-manifold.
Let M be a smooth connected closed G-manifold with codimension one orbit. Then the orbit
spaceM/G ofM is homeomorphic to the circle S or the unit interval [0, 1]. IfM/G is homeomor-
phic to S, then M has one orbit type and it follows from [2] that Di+

(M)

is perfect. If M/G is
homeomorphic to [0, 1], thenM has two or three orbit types. In this case Di+

(M)

is not perfect.
The purpose of this paper is to determine the "rst homology groupH

(Di+

(M)

) which is de"ned
by the factor group of Di+

(M)

by its commutator subgroup.
To obtain the results of this paper we use the methods discussed in [1,2]. In [1] we determined
the homotopy type of the group Di+

(M)

, endowed with C-topology. The proof of the results is
based on a di!erentiable structure of the orbit space M/G of the G-manifold M such that the
functional structure of M/G is induced from that of M (see [5, Chapter VI]). In Section 1, we
describe the G-manifold structure of M, functional structure of M/G and group homomorphisms
de"ned in [1] which will be needed in this paper. Then we de"ne a group homomorphism ¹K in
order to use the methods in [2]. In Section 2 we introduce lemmas which play a key role in the
proof of the result in [2]. Section 3 is devoted to determine the subgroup of Di+

(M)

consisting of
orbit preserving equivariant di!eomorphisms. We use the Baker}Campbell}Hausdor! formula to
analyse orbit preserving equivariant di!eomorphisms of M around a neighborhood of a singular
orbit of M. In Section 4 we determine the homology group H

(Di+

(M)

). Section 5 treats
examples given by the linear actions on spheres.
1. Equivariant di4eomorphism groups on a G-manifold
Let G be a compact Lie group. LetM be a closed connected smooth G-manifold such that there
exists a homeomorphism  from the orbit space M/G to [0,1]. Let  :MPM/G be the natural
projection. Put M

"( )([0,1/2]) and M

"(  )([1/2,1]). From the di!erentiable slice
theorem, M

is equivariantly di!eomorphic to G

D(<

) (i"0,1). Here K

is an isotropy
subgroup of a point x

3( )(i) and D(<

) is a unit disc of a linear slice <

at x

. Let H be
a principal isotropy subgroup of M. We can assume that H is a subgroup of K

K

.
By [1, Lemma 1.2] we have the following:
Lemma 1.1. There exist a smooth G-map  :MP[0,1] and a G-diweomorphism  : ((0,1))P
G/H(0,1) such that
(1)  :M/GP[0,1] is a homeomorphism, where  is a map induced from the G-map  with  ",
(2) f : [0,1]PR is smooth if and only if f   is smooth,
(3)    :G/H(0,1)P(0,1) is the projection on the second factor.
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Let Di+

(M)

denote the group of equivariant C-di!eomorphisms ofM which are G-isotopic to
the identity and Di+[0,1]

denote the group of C-di!eomorphisms of [0,1] which are isotopic
to the identity. Then we have a natural homomorphisms P :Di+

(M)

PDi+[0,1]

which is
de"ned by the orbit map. For f3Di+[0,1]

, de"ne
( f )"
  (1, f )   on (0,1),
1 on (0)(1).
Proposition 1.2 (Abe [1], Proposition 3.1).  :Di+[0,1]

PDi+

(M)

is a well-dexned homo-
morphism such that P "1.
For h3KerP, let hK be the composition
G/H(0,1) 

P ((0,1)) P ((0,1)) P G/H(0,1).
Then hK is a level preserving G-di!eomorphism. Let a : (0,1)PN(H)/H be a smooth map satisfying
hK (gH, r)"(ga(r), r) for (gH, r)3G/H(0,1). Put l(h)"a.
Proposition 1.3 (Abe [1], Proposition 4.1). There exists a smooth map a : [0,1]PN(H)/H such that
(1) a"a on (0,1),
(2) a (i)3(N(H)N(K

))/H for i"0,1.
Put=(M)"(N(H)N(K

))/H(N(H)N(K

))/H and let ¹ :KerPP=(M) be a map de"ned
by ¹(h)"(a (0),a (1)) for h3KerP. Then ¹ is a group homomorphism. Let
¹K :Di+

(M)

P=(M)

be a map de"ned by ¹K (h)"¹((P(h))  h).
Lemma 1.4. ¹K is a surjective group homomorphism.
Proof. For h3Di+

(M)

, put hI"(P(h))  h. Then, for (gH, r)3G/H(0,1), we have
(  h  )(gH, r)"( (P(h))  )  (  hI  )(gH, r)
"( (P(h))  )(g ) l(hI )(r), r)
"(g ) l(hI )(r),P(h)(r)).
Let p

:G/H(0,1)PG/H be the natural projection. Put a"l(hI ). Then a(r)"(p

  
h  )(1H, r). From Proposition 1.2, we have that
a (i)"lim

(p

   h  )(1H, r) for i"0,1.
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For h

3Di+

(M)

(k"1,2), put a

"l((h

)  h

). Then
(  (h

 h

)  )(gH, r)"(  h

 )(  h

 )(gH, r)
"(  h

 )(g ) a

(r),P(h

)(r))
"(g ) a

(r)a

(P(h

)(r)),P(h

 h

)(r)).
Thus, we have lim

(p

   (h

 h

)  )(1H, r)"a

(i)a

(i) for i"0,1. Therefore ¹K (h

 h

)"
¹K (h

) ¹K (h

).
If (a

H, a

H)3=(M)

, then there exists a smooth map a : [0,1]P=(M)

such that a (t)"a

for
0)r)1/4 and a (r)"a

for 3/4)r)1. It follows from [1, Section 5] that there exists a unique
h3KerP such that l(h)"a on (0,1). Then¹(h)"(a

H, a

H). Using Proposition 1.2 we have that
¹K is surjective, which completes the proof of Lemma 1.4. 
2. Basic lemmas
By [2] we have the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. Let <

	 1)i)n
 be a G-invariant xnite open covering of M and N be an open
neighborhood of the identity in Di+

(M)

. Then there exists an open neighborhood N

LN of the
identity with the following properties: For any f3N

, there exist f

3N,1)i)n, such that
(a) f

is G-isotopic to the identity through an equivariant C isotopy whose support is contained in <

,
and
(b) f"f

 f

2 f

.
Lemma 2.2. For '0, let u :RPR be a C function supported in (!, ) which is C-close to the
zero map. Then there exist a C function v :RPR and a C diweomorphism  :RPR such that
(1) supp(v)L(!23, 23), 	v(x)	)3,
(2) supp()L(!,) and  is isotopic to the identity through a C isotopy supported in (!,),
(3) u"v !v.
Let R
	
denote the set of non-negative real numbers.
Lemma 2.3. For '0, let u :R
	
PR be a C function supported in [0,) which is C-close to the
zero map and u(0)"0. Then there exist a C function v :R
	
PR and a C diweomorphism  of
R
	
such that
(1) supp(v)L[0,3), 	v(x)	),
(2) supp()L[0,3) and  is isotopic to the identity through a C isotopy supported in [0,3),
(3) u(x)"v((x))!v(x) for 0)x),
(4) If u is yat at 0, then v is yat at 0.
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Proof. Let  be a C di!eomorphism of R
	
such that (x)"x/2#u(x) for 0)x)2 and
(x)"x for x*3. Let x

"x, x

"(x

) (k"1,2,2). We can assume that 	u(x)	)x/4 and
	u(x)	(1/2. Then we have that
x

) 3
2
x, 	u(x

)	) 3
2	
x for 0)x)2, k"1,2,2 .
Hence 

	u(x

)	)x for 0)x)2. Let v :R
	
PR be a C function such that
(i) v(x)"

u(x

) for 0)x)2,
(ii) 	v(x)	)3/4 for )x)2,
(iii) v(x)"0 for x*3,
(iv) 	v(x)	) for x3R
	
.
Then u(x)"v((x))!v(x) for 0)x). Put ". Then we see that the maps v, satisfy
conditions (1)}(4) and Lemma 2.3 follows. 
3. Orbit preserving G-di4eomorphisms
Let ¸ :KerPPC([0,1],N(H)/H) be a map de"ned by ¸(h)"a , where a is the map de"ned in
Proposition 1.3. Then ¸ is an injective group homomorphism. Let q

:N(H)/HP
N(H)/(N(H)N(K

)) (i"0,1) be the natural projections.
Notations. For i"0,1, we use the following notations:


:GPG/K

, 

:G/HPG/K

the natural projections,
;

an open neighborhood of 1K

in G/K

,


:;

PG a smooth local cross section of 

such that 

(1K

)"1,



: a;

PG (a3G) a smooth local cross section of 

de"ned by



(x)"a )

(ax),
M

(r)"G

D

(<

), where 0(r(1 and D

(<

) is the closed r-disc in <

,
p

:M

PG/K

, p

:M

(r)PG/K

the bundle projections,



: p

(a;

)P;

D(<

) a chart of p

(a;

) de"ned by



([g, v])"(a

(g),((


 

)(g)g ) v).
We say that a3C([0,1],(N(H)/H)

) is in"nitely tangent to N(H)N(K

)/H at 0 (resp. N(H)
N(K

)/H at 1) if there exists a3C([0,1],(N(H)N(K

))/H)

) (resp. C([0,1],(N(H)N(K

))/H)

))
such that a is in"nitely tangent to a at 0 (resp. 1).
Theorem 3.1. Let a3C([0,1],(N(H)/H))

be a map such that a(i)3N(K

)N(H)/H for i"0,1. Then
a3¸(KerP) if and only if a is inxnitely tangent to N(K

)N(H)/H at 0 and inxnitely tangent to
N(K

)N(H)/H at 1.
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Proof. Let h3KerP and a is a map de"ned in Proposition 1.3. Take a

3G such that
(a

)"a (i) (i"0,1). There exist a neighborhood=

of 1K

in;

and a positive number  such that
h(p
 (=M )) is contained in p (a;). Let h[  be the composition
h[

"


 h 

:=

D (< )P;D (< ).
Let e

be a point of S(<

) such that the isotropy subgroup (K

)

"H, where S(<

) is the unit
sphere of <

. If x3=

, k3K

and 0)r(, then we have that
h[

(x, kre

)"(


   hK  )([

(x), kre

])
"


([

(x) ) k ) a (r), re

])
"(a



(

(x)k ) a (r)), 


(

(

(x)k ) a (r)))

(x)k ) a (r) ) re

). (3.1)
Let 

:D(< )PG/K be a map de"ned by (k ) re )"k )  (a (r)). Since h[  is a smooth map,


is smooth. Let g and k

be the Lie algebras of G and K

, respectively. Let ;

be a disc
neighborhood of 1H in G/H and 

:;

PG be a local section of the natural projection


:GPG/H such that 

(1H)"1. Let 


: a

;

PG be a local section of 

de"ned by



(x)"a

) 

(a

x). Put b

(s)"


(a (s)) for 0)s(. Then 

(k ) re

)"

(k ) b

(r)). Let
 : S(<

)PK

/H be a map de"ned by (k ) e

)"kH for k3K

. Then  is a K

-di!eomorphism.
We can choose vectors e

,2, e
 in< such that e , e ,2, e
 is an orthonormal basis of< .
Let x

, x

,2, x
 (dim<"m#1) be a coordinate of < with respect to the basis
e

, e

,2, e
. Let X ,2,X
 be a basis of g such that the subset X ,2,X
 is a basis of k . Put
"

 . Since  is an embedding, we can assume that
(d)


x



"X

for j"1,2,m. (3.2)
LetN andNK be neighborhoods of 1 of G and 0 of g, respectively, such that the restriction map  of
the exponential map to NK is di!eomorphic onto N. We can assume that 

(;

) is contained in N.
Let bK

(s)"(b

(s)) (0)s(). Then bK

is written as bK

"

bK

X

.
We shall prove that ad(bK 	(0))(k

) is contained in k

for any positive integer j, where bK 	(0) is the jth
derivative of bK at 0. Then a is in"nitely tangent to N(K

)N(H)/H at 0. On the contrary assume
that there exist positive integers k and  with 1))l such that
ad(bK 	(0))(k

)Lk

(0)j)k!1) [X , bK 	(0)] k . (3.3)
Then we can take >

3 g (l#1)i)n) such that X

,2,X ,>	 ,2,>
 is a basis of g satisfy-
ing
[X ,>	]"!>	 , [X ,>	]">	 (1)j)p),
[X ,>]"0 (l#2p#1)j)n). (3.4)
Here we assume that a

"1. PutDH(<

)"D(<

)0
. Let d :DH(<

)PS(<

) be a map de"ned by
d(x

, x

,2, x )"(x/r,2, x/r) (r"x#x#2#x ).
If (  d)(x

,2,x )3; for (x ,2, x)3DH(<), then


(x

,2,x )"( (x/r,2, x/r) ) b (r)). (3.5)
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Put ("   . We can assume that 

(;

)LN and if exp (
	
c

>

)exp (
	
c

X

)3N,
then

exp


	
c

>
exp



c

X
"exp


	
c

>
.
Let a

,2, a be real valued functions of 2-variables such that
( (

, 0, , ,0,  ,0,2,0)"



a

(

,)X .
By (3.4) we have that
a( ,  )"#o( , ),
a

(

, )"o( , ) (iO). (3.6)
Here o(

, ) denotes higher-order terms with respect to  and  .
If a

(1)i)l ), bI

(l#1)j)n) are su$ciently small real numbers, then there exist unique
real numbers bI 

(l#1)j)n) which satisfy the following equation
exp



a

X
exp


	
bI

>
"exp


	
bI 

>
exp



a

X
.
Then by the Baker}Campbell}Hausdor! formula [9, Chapter 2, Section 2.15], we have
exp



a

X

# 
	
bI

>

#1
2





	
a

bI

[X

,>

]#R
"exp



a

X

# 
	
bI 

>

#1
2





	
a

bI 

[X

,>

]#R.
Here R is higher-order terms with respect to a

, bI

	 1)i)l, l#1)j)n
 and the order of R is
at least 1 with respect to a

	 1)i)l
 or bI

	 l#1)j)n
, and similarlyR is higher-order terms
with respect to a

, bI 

	 1)i)l, l#1)j)n
 and the order of R is at least 1 with respect to
a

	 1)i)l
 or bI 

	 l#1)j)n
.
Let c


 be constants satisfying [X

,>

]" 

c

X

#
	
c

>

for 1)i)l,
l#1)j)m. Let
F

(a

,2,a  ,bI  ,2,bI )"bI #
1
2





	
(a

bI

!a

bI 

)c

!bI 

#R!R for q"l#1,2, n.
Then
F

(0,2,0,bI 	 ,2,bI )"0,
(F
	
,2,F )
(bI 
	
,2,bI  ) 2I 	 2I  	"(!1).
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By the implicit function theorem, there exist smooth functions g
	
,2, g around 0 in R such that
F

(a

,2,a  , g	(a  ,2,a  ),2, g (a  ,2,a ))"0, g (0,2,0)"bI 
for q"l#1,2, n. Since R, R are higher-order terms with respect to a  ,bI  ,bI  	1)i)l,
l#1)j)n
, we see that
g

a

(0,2,0)"


	
bI

c

#o(bI
	
,2,bI  ) for r"1,2, l, q"l#1,2, n.
Then
g

(a

,2,a )"bI #





	
a

bI

c

#RM

for q"l#1,2, n.
HereRM

is higher-order terms with respect to a

,bI

	 1)i)l, l#1)j)n
 and the order of RM

is
at least 1 with respect to bI

	 l#1)j)n
. It follows from (3.4) that
c	 	"!1, c 	"0 (1)j)p, kOl#2j),
c	 	 "1, c 	"0 (1)j)p, kOl#2j!1),
c 	"0 (2p#1)q)n!l).
Then we have
g
	
(a

,2,a )"bI 	#a bI 	#



	
a

bI

c

#RM
	
,
g
	
(a

,2,a )"bI 	!a bI 	#



	
a

bI

c

#RM
	
. (3.7)
It follows from (3.5) that for su$ciently small x

,x

, we have


(x

, 0,2,x , 0,2, 0)
"

(exp(( (x

/r, 0,2, 0,x/r,0,2,0)) exp(bK  (r)))
"
exp



a

(x

/r,x/r)Xexp


	
bK

(r)>

"
exp


	
g

(a

(x

/r,x/r),2, a(x/r,x/r))>exp



a

(x

/r,x/r)X.
Then
((

)(x

,0,2, x ,0,2,0)"


	
g

(a

(x

/r,x/r),2, a(x/r, x/r))> .
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Combining (3.3) and (3.4) we see that bK 	

(0)"0, (0)q)k!1) and bK 	

(0)O0 for some j with
l#1)j)n. We can assume that bK 	
	
(0)O0. Then by using (3.7) it follows that
g
	
(a

(x

/r,x/r),2, a(x/r,x/r))
"bK
	
(r)!a(x/r, x/r)bK 	(r)#



	
a

(x

/r,x/r)bK  (r)c	 #RM 	 .
It follows from (3.6) that
g
	
(a

(x

/r,x/r),2, a(x/r,x/r))"bK 	(r)#r
bK 	
	
(0)
(2k)!
x/r#(x/r,x/r),
where the order of (x

/r, x/r) is greater than 1 with respect to x/r, x/r. By considering the
2k-derivative of g
	
, this contradicts that 

 is a smooth function. Therefore ad(bK 	(0))(k

) is
contained in k

for any positive integer j.
In the case that a

O1, let a3C([0,1],N(H)/H) such that a (t)"a

(0)t)1/3), a (t)"1
(2/3)t)1). Then there exists h

3KerP with ¸(h

)"a . Let h

"h  h

. Then ¸(h

)(0)"1. By
the above argument we see that ¸(h

) is in"nitely tangent to N(H)N(K

)/H at 0. Thus a is also
in"nitely tangent to N(H)N(K

)/H at 0. Similarly we can prove that a is in"nitely tangent to
N(H)N(K

)/H at 1.
In order to prove the converse we need the following.
Lemma 3.2. (1) Let a3C([0,1],(N(H)/H)

) be a map such that a (t)3N(H)N(K

)/H for
0)t)1/3, a (t)3N(H)N(K

)/H for 2/3)t)1. Then there exists h3KerP with ¸(h)"a .
(2) If a3C([0,1],(N(H)/H)

) is inxnitely tangent to 1H, then there exists h3KerP with ¸(h)"a .
Proof. Let h :MPM be a map such that hK (gH, r)"(ga (r), r) for g3G, 0(r(1. By Lemma 1.1,
h is G-di!eomorphic on ((0,1)). With the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it is
enough to prove that h[

(i"0,1) are smooth maps.
First we prove (1). Assume that a satis"es the condition of (1). We shall prove that h[

is smooth
on=

0
. We can assume that a (0)"1. Let n denote the Lie algebra of N(H)N(K

) and let
k

denote the normal space of k

in g with respect to the Killing form of g. Since
a (t)3N(H)N(K

)/H for 0)t)1/3, there exist smooth maps 

: [0,1/3]Pnk

and


: [0,1/3]Pnk

such that a (r)"

(exp(

(r)) exp(

(r))). If X3k

, >3nk

, then
[X,>]"0 and exp(X) exp(>)"exp(>) exp(X). Thus, for x3=

, k3K

and 0)r(1/3,
k ) a (r))"

(k exp(

(r)) exp(

(r)))
"

(exp(

(r))k exp(

(r))),


(

(x)k ) a (r)))"

(

(x) exp(

(r))).
Note that 

(exp(

(r)))3(N(H,K

)/H)

for 0)r)1/3. Let f :D (<)PD(< ) be a map
de"ned by f (kre

)"k ) 

(exp(

(r))) ) re

. Let D be the kernel of the action (K

)

S(<

)PS(<

).
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Put KM

"(K

)

/D, HM "(H(K

)

)/D, NM "N(HM ,KM

)/HM . Since K

acts transitively on the sphere
S(<

), the triple (KM

,HM ,NM ) is one of (G,H,N(H)/H) in the list of Section 5. By the argument as in [1,
Section 4],NM is isomorphic to 1
,;(1) or Sp (1). The action ofNM on <

is induced from the scalar
multiplication of complex numbers or quaternionic numbers on the right in the case NM";(1) or
Sp(1), respectively. Thus the map f is a di!eomorphism.
Since the map h[

is given by
h[

(x, kre

)"(

(

(x) exp(

(r))), 

(

(

(x) exp(

(r)))

(x)

(exp(

(r))) ) f (kre

)),
h[

is a smooth map. Similarly we can prove that h[

is a smooth map and (1) follows.
Secondly we prove (2). Assume that a satis"es the condition of (2). Let 

:D (<)PG/H be
a map de"ned by 

(kre

)"k ) a (r) for k3K

,0)r). Then 

is in"nitely tangent to 1H, and it
follows from (3.1) that h[

is a smooth map. Similarly we see that h[

is a smooth map. This
completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (continued). Assume that a3C([0, 1],(N(H)/H)

) is in"nitely tangent to
N(H)N(K

)/H at 0 and in"nitely tangent to N(H)N(K

)/H at 1. First suppose that a is
su$ciently close to the constant map 1H. Then by using the canonical coordinate of second kind of
N(H), there exist a

3C([0, 1],(N(H)/H)

) (i"1, 2) such that
(1) a

(t)3N(H)N(K

)/H for 0)t)1/3, a

(t)3N(H)N(K

)/H for 2/3)t)1,
(2) a

is in"nitely tangent to 1H at 0 and 1,
(3) a"a

) a

.
By Lemma 3.2 there exist h

3KerP (i"1,2) such that ¸(h

)"a

. Then ¸(h

 h

)"a

a

"a .
Since C([0,1],(N(H)/H)

) is generated by a neighborhood of the unit, it completes the proof of
Theorem 3.1. 
Let C

([0,1],N(H)/H)

denote the subgoup of C([0,1],(N(H)/H)

) which are in"nitely tangent
to N(K

)N(H)/H at 0 and in"nitely tangent to N(K

)N(H)/H at 1. Since ¸ :KerPP
C([0,1],(N(H)/H)

) is an injective group homomorphism, by Theorem 3.1 we have the following.
Corollary 3.3.
KerPC

([0,1],N(H)/H)

.
4. Main theorem
Let  :Di+

(M)

PDi+[0,1]

=(M)

be a map de"ned by (h)"(P(h),¹K (h)) for
h3Di+

(M)

. Then we have the following:
Proposition 4.1.
Ker"[Ker,Di+

(M)].
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Proof. For h3Ker, let f"¸(h). Let w denote the Lie algebra of N(H)/H and let X

,2,X
 be
a basis of w. Let  :wPN(H)/H be a map de"ned by (

a

X

)"(exp a

X

)2(exp a

X

).
Then there are neighborhoods=K of 0 in w and= of 1H in N(H)/H such that the restricted map
	
K
is di!eomorphic onto =. By Lemma 2.1, for each positive number , the map f can be
expressed as follows:
(a) f"f

) f

2f

for f

3C([0,1],N(H)/H),
(b) supp( f

)"0)t)1; f

(t)O1H
 is contained in (t

!, t

#)[0,1] for some t

3[0,1],
and Im f

L=,
(c) f

(0)"f

(1)"1H and f

is C-close to the constant map 1H.
It is su$cient to prove Proposition 4.1 that each f

(1)i)s) is written as f

"¸(h

) for some
h

3[Ker,Di+

(M)]. The proof is divided into the following two cases:
(I) supp( f

)L(t

!, t

#) with (t

(1!.
(II) supp( f

)L[0,) or supp(f

)L(1!,1].
First consider case (I). Then f

can be written as f

(t)"(

f 

(t)X

). Since each f 

is C-close
to the zero map, by Lemma 2.2 there exist a C function v 

:RPR and a di!eomorphism  

of
R such that
(1) supp(v 

)L(!23,23), 	v 

(x)	)3,
(2) supp( 

)L(!,) and  

is isotopic to the identity through a C isotopy supported in (,),
(3) f 

"v 

 

!v 

.
Let g

"exp(v 

X

). By Theorem 3.1 there exists h

3Ker such that ¸(h

)"g

. Then, by easy
computation, we have
¸((h

) (

)  h

(

))"(g

) ) (g



)"exp(f 

X

). (4.1)
Put
h

"((h

) (

)  h

(

)) 2  ((h

) (

)  h

(

)).
By (4.1) we have that f

"(

f

X

)"¸(h

). This completes the proof in case (I).
Secondly consider case (II). Suppose that supp(f

)L[0,). We can assume that X

,2,X 
 is
a basis of the Lie algebra of the Lie group (N(H)N(K

))/H. By Theorem 3.1, f

can be written as
f

(t)"(

f 

(t)X

) such that the functions f 

(d

#1)j)d) are #at at 0. Since each f

is
C-close to the zero map, by Lemma 2.3 there exist a C function v

:R
	
PR and a di!eomor-
phism 

of R
	
such that
(1) v

(0)"0 and supp(v

)L[0,3), 	v

(x)	),
(2) supp(

)L[0,3) and 

is isotopic to the identity through a C isotopy supported in [0,3),
(3) f 

(x)"v

(

(x))!v

(x) for 0)x),
(4) If d

#1)j)d, then v

is #at at 0.
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Let g

(t)"exp(v

(t)X

) for 0)t)1. By Theorem 3.1 there exists h

3Ker such that ¸(h

)"g

.
By de"nition supp(h

)L[0,3). With the same computation as (4.1) we have that, for 0)t(,
¸((h

) (

)  h

(

))(t)"(g

(t)) ) g

(

(t))"exp(f 

(t)X

). (4.2)
Let hM

"((h

) (

)  h

(

)) 2 ((h

) (

)  h

 (

)). By (4.2) we have that
f

(t)"(

f 

(t)X

)"¸(hM

)(t) for 0)t(. Put fM

"f

)¸(hM

). Then fM

(t)"1H for 0)t(
and supp(fM

)L[,3]. Thus it is reduced to case (I) that there exists h

3[Ker,Di+

(M)] with
¸(h

)"f

.
If supp(f

)L(1!,1], we can prove that there exists h

3[Ker,Di+

(M)] with ¸(h

)"f

similarly as in the case supp( f

)L[0,). This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
Theorem 4.2.
H

(Di+

(M)

)RH

(((N(H)N(K

))/H(N(H)N(K

))/H))

).
Proof. By de"nition ¹K (( f )  h)"¹K (h) for f3Di+[0,1]

, h3Di+

(M)

. Then it follows from
Proposition 1.2 and Lemma 1.4 that  :Di+

(M)

PDi+[0,1]

=(M)

is surjective. Thus we
have the following exact sequence:
Ker/[Ker,Di+

(M)

]PH

(Di+

(M)

)PH

(Di+[0,1]

=(M)

)P0.
Fukui [6] proved that H

(Di+[0,1]

)"RR. Then Theorem 4.2 follows from Proposi-
tion 4.1. 
Remark 4.3. By the result of Fukui [6], the group Di+[0,1]

is not perfect. Masson [7] proved
that the group of di!eomorphisms of [0,1], which are in"nitely tangent to the boundary, is perfect.
5. Examples
Here we give examples which are linear actions on spheres. Let < be a representation space of
a compact Lie groupG such thatG acts transitively on the unit sphere S(<) of<. IfH is an isotropy
subgroup of S(<), then S(<)"G/H. Let M"S(<R). Then M is a G-manifold which has
a codimension 1 orbit G/H and K

"K

"G.
Let N

and N

are Lie groups de"ned by
N

"[(q,A), q]3Sp(n)Z

S
; (q,A)3Sp(1)Sp(n!1)LSp(n)
,
N

"[(z,A), z]3Sp(n)Z

S; (z,A)3SSp(n!1)LSp(n)
.
Using Theorem 4.2 we have Table 1.
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Table 1
G H M N(H)/H H

(Di+

(M)

)
SO(n) (n*3) SO(n!1) S Z

R
S;(n) (n*2) S;(n!1) S ;(1) R;(1);(1)
;(n) (n*1) ;(n!1) S ;(1) R;(1);(1)
Sp(n) (n*1) Sp(n!1) S Sp(1) R
Sp(n)ZS
 (n*1) N S Z R
Sp(n)ZS (n*1) N S S RSS
G

S;(3) S Z

R
Spin (7) G

S Z

R
Spin (9) Spin (7) S Z

R
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